ABSTRACT: Understanding the connection of graphene with metal surfaces is a necessary step for developing atomically-precise graphene-based technology. Combining high resolution STM experiments and DFT calculations we have unambiguously unveiled the atomic structure of the boundary between a graphene zigzag edge and a Pt(111) step. The graphene edges minimize their strain by inducing a 3-fold edge-reconstruction on the metal side. We show the existence of an unoccupied electronic state that is mostly localized on the C-edge atoms of one particular graphene sublattice, which could have implications in the design of graphene based devices.
The exceptional electronic properties of exotic graphene structures with low dimensionality have recently attracted the attention of the scientific and technological community as possible basic components in future atomically-controlled graphene-based nanoelectronics. [1] [2] [3] The breaking of the perfect 2D periodicity of graphene in the presence of topological defects or in strain relief structures modifies significantly its electronic properties. 4, 5 In particular, graphene nanobubbles have been suggested to present pseudo-magnetic associated landau-levels, 2 and electronic one-dimensional edge states have been revealed to be localized in graphene nanoribbons. 6 . These recently developed nanoarchitectures could open the door to tune the electronic transport of graphene-based electronic devices by ribbon or boundary engineering.
1D extended structures in Graphene are central to this effort. 7 The electronic structure of grain boundaries of polycrystalline graphene, 8 graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) 9, 10 or edges have been extensively studied. 11, 12 Theory predicts that the edges electronic properties can be tuned by the orientation of their ending (zigzag, armchair, mixed), possible reconstructions (pentagonal, heptagonal and higher order rings), and their chemical functionalization (normally H passivation). [10] [11] [12] [13] 14 Electron microscopy experiments were the first to provide a structural characterization of graphene edges with atomic resolution using either aberration-corrected TEM images 15 or scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM). 16 Recent dynamic atomic force microscopy (AFM) studies have presented this technique as an ideal tool to the study of atomically precise carbon nanostructures 17, 18 Scanning tunneling microscope (STM) measurements performed on graphene patches deposited on different substrates 6 19,20 added the possibility to correlate the structure with the local electronic properties. Even though atomic resolution was achieved in those experiments, STM was unable to reveal the details of the edge termination due to the interaction with the substrate. STM experiments based on graphene islands grown directly on a metallic substrate 21 ,12 offer the possibility to study not only the edges "flying freely" on the lower substrate terrace (step-like edges) but also those bound to the upper terrace of the substrate (border-like edges). Although these studies were able to show a correlation between the atomic corrugation at the graphene edges and the Moiré pattern of G/Ir, where the absence of electronic G-edge states has been reported, 13 an atomically precise description of graphene contacts with metallic substrates is still missing.
In this work we provide the first combined experimental and theoretical atomistic description of the in-plane contact region formed along the 1D interface in a graphene-metal heterostructure and unveil its electronic properties. We have been able to obtain high-resolution room temperature STM images of atomically resolved border-like edges of graphene on Pt(111) steps.
We have combined these detailed experimental results with DFT simulations to fully characterize the atomic structure of the Pt-graphene edges, which allow us to understand their electronic properties. Our results contrast with the ones obtained for the G/Ir edges system, 13 as we reveal the presence of 1D electronic states that are highly localized exclusively in one of the graphene sublattices. Theory predicts, and STM images confirm, that this state is mainly confined on the first lines of carbon atoms of the edge. This state is very robust and despite the thermal broadening it is possible to observe it even using a room temperature STM instrument.
This combination of sublattice and edge localization would make possible the design of a dualchannel device based on a graphene nanoribbon contacted with two different border-like edges.
Moreover, our results also shed light on the role of the substrate steps in the nucleation and formation of different Moiré patterns on metal surfaces. The characterization of the particular periodicities found in these superstructures and their possible origin have been subjected to numerous studies (see 5, 22, 23 and references therein). Here we present an atomic-scale description of the bonding arrangements at the interface between a Pt(111) step and a graphene island that brings a deeper understanding of this point. Our results show that graphene nucleates on the Pt steps inducing a 1D reconstruction on the Pt atoms, which are coupled to graphene ending in a zigzag configuration. We exploit these observations to show that the precise structure of these edges is responsible for originating the particular orientation of the formed Moiré patterns (see Supporting Information).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The constant current STM image on Fig. 1A shows a graphene island (represented in grey color) which grows attached to the upper part of a Pt(111) step. The usually straight Pt step-edge has been altered from its original shape during the graphene growth. In this image, approximately half of the graphene island is embedded in the upper terrace (with respect to the Pt steps), adjusting itself to the crystallographic directions of the substrate. This morphology indicates significant mass transport of Pt atoms during graphene growth and differs from the structures reported for graphitization on other metal surfaces, such as Ir(111) 24, 20 or Ru(0001), 25 where graphene normally grows over the metal steps without altering the metal substrate. Three different rotational domains of graphene separated by non-periodic grain boundaries can be clearly identified in the island of This atomic structure mimics with great accuracy the atomically resolved experimental STM images (see Fig. 3C ) for the ZZ edge. The strain induced on the Pt side is localized mainly on the outermost Pt atoms and only slightly propagate to the 2 nd Pt row. While free-standing zigzag edges should undergo reconstruction, no relevant rearrangement is observed on the graphene side in our results. The external C atoms of the zigzag edge are covalently bonded to the metal step, keeping their graphene-like positions. This covalent interaction between graphene and Pt, already theoretically proposed for Cu, Co and Ni(111) surfaces [26] [27] [28] and observed with STM on G/Ir, 21 passivates the graphene dangling bonds and stabilizes the zigzag structure. 27 Our calculations have found another stable configuration for the boundary where the stress is relaxed on the graphene edge instead of on the Pt side. The match between this theoretical structure and the STM experimental images for ZZ1 and ZZ2 edges is clearly worse (see Fig. S6 in the Supporting Information) and we have not considered it further. The precise determination of the atomic structure of the G-Pt boundaries sheds light on the geometry of the stable Moiré patterns reported for Pt(111). 23 Our results show that these The good match between the calculated atomic structure and the experimental STM images also motivates us to characterize the electronic structure at the edges by calculating the local density of states (LDOS) associated to this nanostructure. Fig. 3D shows the calculated LDOS for the first carbon rows. A localized state ~+0.8 eV above the Fermi level, with a FWHM of 0.2 eV, is found at the carbon atoms bonded to Pt. This state decays strongly in intensity when moving away from the edge. Furthermore, it is mainly localized in one sublattice: the LDOS of the neighboring C atoms (orange curve in Fig. 3D ), belonging to the other sublattice, does not show any trace of this state. Free-standing graphene edges are characterized by the presence of a localized state at the Fermi level. In our case, both the charge transfer between the flake and the metal and the strong G-Pt interaction broaden this peak and shift it towards positive energies resulting in the peak that we observe at ~+0.8 eV. Its position with respect to the Fermi level and its decay length (~6 Å) are similar to the ones associated with a single atom vacancy on graphene on Pt. 29 As in this case, the magnetic moments associated with the G-edge in free standing graphene are quenched due to the interaction with the metal. Looking at the Pt side of the edge,
Figure 3. A) and B) Ball-and-stick model of the atomic configuration of graphene on the
we have found that the LDOS projected on the Pt row closer to the interface shows a peak at the same E F +0.8 eV energy. This peak is not present in the LDOS of the pristine Pt step, indicating that the G-edge state spreads out inside the Pt (see Fig. 3D and Fig. S3 on Supporting Information).
This result contrast with that of ref. 13 where the authors show that the edge states at Ir(111) are quenched by the strong interaction between the metal and the graphene. In this case the graphene edges are hybridized with the substrate. The Graphene-metal interaction is much stronger than in Pt and therefore, it is able to modify the sp 2 hybridization of the edge-C atoms and to block the edge-state.
The presence of the G-edge has a profound influence not only for energies around the edge state at ~+0.8 eV but also in a wider energy range, including the Fermi level. Our calculated LDOS at zero energy shows similar spatial decay found for the main peak (see Fig. S4 in Supporting Information). Low bias STM images should display this behavior and this is indeed what we observe. Constant height STM simulations of a line profile scanning the A-graphene sublattice, the one whose atoms are in direct contact with the metal, show the decay of the electronic states associated to the G-edged for energies close to the Fermi level (see Fig. 3E ).
The periodic protrusions decaying in intensity as we move into the graphene layer are the most characteristic attributes. In Figs. 1D and 4A, we show experimental constant current STM images where a modulation of the signal parallel to the border-like edge is clearly visualized.
The distance between the maxima of the atomic lines is 2.4 Å (see the height profile in Fig. 4B ).
This value corresponds to the distance of equivalent atoms in the graphene network and indicates that the edge state is mainly confined in one of the two sublattices. This state, decaying away from the interface and localized in one of the sublattices, is also visible in the STM image of the ZZ1 edge in Fig. 2 . STM images of different edges show that, typically, after 4 atomic lines the state fully disappears. Interestingly, this state is localized both in energy and real-space. It vanishes as we move out of the interface. Therefore they can be considered as 1D electronic states associated to each of the graphene sublattices. These electronic states confined in specific sublattices of the graphene structure open new opportunities to future atomically precise graphene based electronics and valleytronics. 30, 31 . For instance, new multichannel nanowires could be built by contacting the opposite sides of a graphene flake with two different border-like edges. We speculate that these atomically precise nano-leads will excite respectively each one of the two graphene sublattices, allowing two-ways atomically controlled transport via these independent electronic states (see Supporting Information).
CONCLUSIONS
We present a combined STM and DFT study of edge heterostuctures of graphene grown on
Pt (111) DFT calculations. We have calculated all the structural and electronic properties using DFT as implemented in the VASP code. 32 For these calculations we employed the PBE functional empirically corrected to include van der Waals interactions (using the D2 Grimme approach)
projector augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotentials, and a plane-wave cutoff of 400 eV. To build our theoretical system we have combined a Pt step and a graphene flake attached right to the border of the step. The cell is repeated, as shown in the supporting information ( 
